What to Look for in a
Cyber Insurance Policy
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About Elmore Insurance
Brokers (Elmore)
Elmore is a City of London based brokerage firm with partnerships in place to offer
world leading insurance and re-insurance for customers. Providing best value to clients
is our cornerstone value, upheld by our promise to be forward-thinking specialists,
providing a global perspective through our international network and advising on the
risks of today for the challenges of tomorrow. We offer advisory, broking and claims
management services under one roof, with particular expertise in the rapidly growing
field of cyber insurance.
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Introduction
“Cyber security is now the third biggest

In an increasingly connected world,

risk faced by global business leaders.”

this eGuide will address the role cyber

Lloyds Risk Index 2013, this was reiterated

insurance can take in managing the

by Allianz Insurance stating “Cyber

complex risks of a modern business.

Incidents were the third largest

It will look at how organisations of all

business risk for 2016”. Welcome to the

sizes can address the specific risk that is

third in our three part series of eGuides

faced across all sectors, what risks cyber

that addresses cyber risk and how to

insurance can manage against and the

insure against it.

role that a cyber insurance broker should
be taking when it comes to helping to

As the quotes above indicate, the risk

design a robust cyber insurance policy.

of cyber-attack continues and with a
changing regulatory landscape requiring

As major breaches continue to be

companies to declare such attacks, the

publicised, the associated risks – and

stakes are higher now than ever.

costs in responding to a breach – grow
exponentially. This eGuide will also show

As companies embrace digital channels

the role that cyber insurance should take

throughout every department and

in managing those risks and reducing

activity, this change brings with it inherent

exposure to potentially crippling costs.

risks, and while systems and processes
are built and put in place to mitigate
these, there always remains the possibility
of a loss event occurring.
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What A Cyber Insurance
Policy Should Cover
The risks of cyber-attack are severe and growing all the time. With EU GDPR expected
to add even greater costs for an organisation to respond to a cyber attack, it’s
important for organisations to transfer as much of that risk as possible away from
themselves and onto the balance sheet of insurers.
But as with any insurance policy, it can be difficult to know what a business actually
needs cover for and what a good policy looks like.

		There are a number of questions that

		

can arise at this point, namely:

		1. What types of insurance coverage is available?
		2. Am I already covered?
		3. What is typically excluded?
		4. Which type of coverage is appropriate for the
		

business?

		5. Aligning risks with policy coverage
		6. Should a stand-alone cyber insurance policy or
		

a blended policy be purchased?

		7. What type of post breach additional services are
		

available to help manage a cyber-attack?
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1. What types of insurance coverage
are available?
With no standardised terminology between insurers and brokers for cyber insurance,
navigating policy coverage and its intent can be challenging. Having a cyber insurance
broker on hand to guide across the different areas of coverage is important:

CYBER INSURANCE ‘FULL’ COVERAGE
First Party
Coverage
Event Management

Direct Financial Loss

Third Party
Coverage
Liability

Incident response
consultation

Loss of net profits /
income

Privacy defence costs
and damages

IT forensics

Increased costs of
working

Failure to notify defence
costs and damages

IT professional services

Reputational loss

Hack or virus defence
costs and damages

Legal and regulatory
consultation

Regulatory fines and
penalties

Defamation defence
costs and damages

Crisis communications
consultation

PCI awards

IP defence costs and
damages

Notification management

E-crime and extortion

Media content defence
costs and damages

a) Event Management Costs
Following a data breach, businesses incur a range of costs or ‘first party costs’ in
dealing with the aftermath including forensic investigation, public relations, customer
notification, and credit monitoring. These costs are typically incurred by companies
following a breach irrespective of whether a liability claim arises or not.
One of the key components of this coverage is notification. Companies that suffer
a data breach may be required to notify a number of different stakeholders
including their customers and/or employees whose personal information has been
compromised, which can lead to significant expenses if large volumes are involved.
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Regardless of the legal requirement it is good business practice to notify in the event
of a breach to limit reputational damage.
Cover is provided for reasonable charges, costs, expenses and fees incurred by the
policyholder with the insurers written consent within 24 months of the Insured first
having knowledge of an actual or alleged unauthorised disclosure or loss of any
Sensitive Personal Data (as defined in EU GDPR).

b) Digital Asset Replacement Expense Coverage
Costs to restore digital assets after a cyber event. The cover reimburses policyholders
for the costs to restore the data or replicate it to the same level that it was prior to the
breach. Although this used to be one of the key coverages its significance has been
reduced over the years due to the enhanced sophistication of back up facilities

c) Non Physical Damage Business Interruption (NPDBI)
Loss in net profit/income that a firm is prevented from earning due to an outage
to the Insured network or to the service providers computer system. Cover is also
provided for interruption expenses including the increased costs in working during the
downtime.
The trigger for the outage is usually a security failure (such as a cyber-attack) however
it is possible to extend coverage to a system failure (such as a degradation of the
network from any cause). The main buyers of NPDBI are normally those organisations
that are network critical and their business depends on high levels of uptime.
Time retentions can vary from 6hr to 48hr depending on the risk and of course how
much the policyholder wants to pay. The market norm is a 10 hour time retention
which is the amount of time before policy coverage will trigger.
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d) Customer Churn/Reputational Risk
This is an extension to the NPDBI coverage. It is standard for business interruption
coverage to only cover the loss of net profit/income during the period of restoration.
Once systems are restored back to the position prior to an event occurring then
coverage will cease. However, following a large scale cyber event, there can be a fallout
of customers known as ‘customer churn’ ultimately leading to a loss in net profits/
income for the months or even years after a major incident.
Those sectors where data integrity/service availability is a pillar of their organisation’s
offering will most likely be worse affected such an event and therefore this coverage
will resonate most.
The use of monetary deductibles and policy limits can be more effective than time
retentions and indemnity periods due to the time lag in customer churn scenarios.
Following a cyber event it may take up to 72 hours for various stakeholders to become
aware of the incident. Only after which point could the policyholder incur a drop in
footfall. A 12 hour time retention which starts from the time of discovery of a cyber
event would be eroded before costs actually incurred. It is therefore sensible to utilise
a monetary deductible and indemnity period to avoid this situation.

e) Regulatory Proceeding Defence Costs
Coverage for the cost of reimbursement of all defence costs that a policyholder incurs
following a formal investigation by a regulatory body concerning an actual or alleged
unauthorised disclosure or loss of sensitive personal data which is either in the care,
custody or control of the policyholder or a policyholder’s service provider. For example
following a data breach here in the UK the Information Commissioners office (ICO) will
carry out an investigation to see if a business have breached the Data Protection Act
1998 (DPA). The costs of defending against the investigation will be covered under this
section.
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f) Payment Card Industry Data Security Standard (PCI DSS) Awards
The PCI DSS cover is for the awards which the policyholder has a contractual liability to
pay to the card networks such as Visa and MasterCard following an actual or alleged
unauthorised disclose or loss of card holder information. Where large limits are
provided this module is often but not always sub-limited.

g) Cyber Extortion and Reward Payments Coverage
Costs to reimburse the insured for extortion payments and extortion expenses arising
directly from a cyber extortion threat. Cyber extortion is a very real threat and is typical
to take down a policyholder’s network or to release sensitive personal data. Cover can
also be provided for reward costs leading to the arrest of the hacker.

h) Cyber Crime
Cover for computer crime (actual theft of monies), id theft, telephone hacking, and
phishing scams. It is possible to seek limited cover here for social engineering/
fake CEO Fraud, when the policyholder inadvertently acts upon fraudulent
e-communications which purport to come from an authorized signatory but in
fact have been sent by a fraudulent outside party. Insurers often sub-limit this
coverage and more frequently are requiring a ‘tested’ process to be embedded in the
policyholder controls in order to provide the coverage.

i) Cyber Terrorism
Cover provided under the heads of cover listed above where the act was committed by
a cyber terrorist.
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j) Security and Privacy Liability Coverage
Defence and settlement costs cover for legal actions brought by plaintiffs as a result of
a breach of their sensitive personal data. This can sometimes be brought as a group
action which looks to develop as an issue in the UK, in the years to come. Lawsuits can
also come from banks themselves if they have incurred costs as a result of the breach.
Insurers are yet to see any real case law for liability outside of the US for this section
of coverage, however this is set to change as a result of the new EU data protection
legislation as well as recent rulings in the UK such as the 2015 Google v Vidal-Hall
decision concerning misuse of private information. Coverage is also provided here for
the failure in not notifying customers as well as lability for the transfer of virus.

k) Internet Media Liability
Damages and defence costs the policyholder faces for infringing a third party’s
intellectual property rights in the publication of content in electronic or print media.
Coverage is also provided for the actual or alleged libel, slander, disparagement of
individual persons or organisations.

2. Am I already covered?
There is some confusion among buyers of insurance as to the difference between a
General Liability, Professional Liability, Managerial Liability, Crime Insurance and Cyber
Insurance policy. The differences between them are subtle and best considered in a
gap analysis of coverage:
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Scenario

General

Professional

Managerial

Crime

Cyber

Liability

Liability

Liability

Insurance

Insurance

Loss to property causing physical
damage from natural perils
Business interruption caused by
physical damage
Injury to employees during working
hours
Injury to 3rd party on premises

Wrongful professional act causing
claim by 3rd party
Mitigation costs to reduce impact
of wrongful professional act
Wrongful managerial act causing
claim against directors/officers
Mitigation costs to reduce impact
of wrongful managerial act
Direct financial loss caused by
dishonest acts of employees
Direct financial loss from 3rd party
crime including computer crime
Loss from cyber extortion and
fraudulent e-communications
Costs for an IT forensic firm to
undertake investigation of loss
Legal and regulatory costs to
defend against 3rd party claim
Crisis communication costs and
expenses
Non-physical damage business
interruption from cyber attack
Fines and Penalties by regulators
(where insurable by law)
Liability to customers from breach
of privacy/confidentiality
Liability to 3rd parties from transfer
of virus
Liability to 3rd parties from digital
media and web-site content
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3. What is typically excluded?
Like any insurance policy, there will be areas the policy won’t cover. It’s important to
note these not only when making a claim, but when designing a company’s policies
and procedures to ensure the validity of any claim when it is made. These exclusions
include:

Bodily injury or
property damage
Failure to put right
Any failure to put right defective
systems, procedures or software
where the existence of defects,
deficiencies, or vulnerability to
attack has been identified will
invalidate a policy.

Any physical damage to persons
or property is excluded by cyber
insurance.

Systems
Any electrical or mechanical
failure of infrastructure, including
telecommunications and power
either proprietary or outsourced
service providers’ systems, is not
covered.

Except to where such liability
would have attached to the
policyholder in the absence of
such agreement.

Conduct

Exclusions

Fraud losses
No cover for the monetary value
of any electronic fund transfers
or transactions by or on behalf of
the policyholder.

Contractual liability

Deliberate acts, intentional
breach of laws and reckless
misconduct are not covered.

Intellectual property
Prior claims and
circumstances
Any knowledge of loss or claim
that could give rise under
the policy will be excluded.
Restriction in the retro-active
period should be considered.

Infringements of patents or trade
secrets will not be covered by the
policy.
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4. What type of coverage is
appropriate for the business?
A first step in insuring against potential

It is important to understand that it is

threats is to assess the exposure across

not one size fits all – not every firm has

all parts of the business, using industry

the same cyber exposures. It is therefore

accreditations (such as Cyber Essentials

essential that a business works with an

or ISO 27001) as baselines can assist this

experienced cyber insurance broker so

process. If a business does not have the

that policy coverage is tailored specifically

skills in-house, there are many specialist

for its needs.

information security consultants able to
help provide a comprehensive evaluation

In such a technical and ever changing

of a business, which will highlight

area, it’s important that a broker brings

areas of risk, make recommendations,

expert advice to ensure that a level

prioritise actions and help build a

of cover sufficient for an individual

strategic roadmap for continuous risk

organisation is arranged and is most likely

management.

to pay out in the event of a potentially
costly attack.

A full risk management review can show
critical gaps in operational control that

A good cyber insurance broker should

need immediate attention. And a list of

be able to work with an organisation

summary recommendations would give

to map these risks out so that it can be

a timeline for carrying out any remedial

decided whether they should be managed

actions required. By engaging with

with insurance or managed with internal

insurers at this point, it shows a firm is

policies and procedures.

serious about actively mitigating and
managing its risks. Something Insurers,
look to reward in enhanced coverage or
improved premiums.
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This should be done in two ways:

Risks to the
Company
What systems are being used?
What security is in place?
What level of training is being

Risks to the
Sector
What is the value of data on the
black market?
Is it a politically sensitive sector?

received by staff?

Is the sector heavily attacked?

What processes and policies are in

What is the average cost of an

place to safeguard systems?

attack?

How much personal /card data is

Is it an environmentally sensitive

being held?

sector?

Is the business network critical?

The type of cover peers are

How resilient is the network?
What are the backup facilities?
How tried and tested is the BCP/
DRP/IRP?

purchasing?
What level of cover are peers
buying?
Are regulations changing for sector?
Do cyber insurers see sector as high
risk?
Is coverage specific to sector risks?

Once the risks within the sector and the company have been mapped, it will be easier
to know which specific areas should be covered by a policy. This is often presented as
a gap analysis of activity and risks mapped to likelihood of a claim under specific parts
of coverage. The broker will need industry focused expertise combined with sound
technical knowledge of the insurance product, ideally having real claims handling
experience.
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5. Aligning Risks with Policy Coverage
Once the sector/business specific risks have been mapped out, these should be
aligned with any existing coverage that is in place. The broker should be able to review
the documentation of existing policies and identify where specific risks are already
covered by insurance and where there are gaps in policies in regard to cyber.
The broker will then be able to create either a stand-alone cyber insurance policy that
is relevant to any exposed risks, or a blended policy that has cyber sitting right at the
center of the cover.
Understanding how different insurance policies work together to provide a complete
cover is an essential requirement of a Cyber Insurance Broker and one that will help to
get good coverage and good value.
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6. Should a stand-alone cyber insurance
policy or a blended policy be purchased?
There are generally two ways of
approaching cyber insurance, either as a
stand-alone policy or as part of a wider
blended policy such as Professional
Indemnity or Crime Insurance with cyber
extensions.
The key to understanding which approach
is right for a business is analysing the
risk profile first. If a business is high risk
in terms of cyber (is network critical or
holds large volumes of data) then a standalone policy would be most appropriate
to ensure the widest cover possible. If
however the cyber risk is incidental then
a business may look to have an extension
to a Professional Indemnity policy or a
blended policy.
The other consideration is around limit of
indemnity. If a firm buys a blended policy
it needs to ensure enough limit available
e.g. do they want their Professional
Indemnity limit eroding the cyber limit
and vice versa?
As a rule, stand-alone policies or blended
policies that are designed by a specialist
Cyber Insurance Broker will give a more
relevant level of cover with terms and
conditions that are in line and suitable for
an organisation’s needs.
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7. What type of post breach additional
services are required to manage a
cyber event?
When purchasing a cyber insurance policy careful consideration should be given
to what specialist breach response services are provided. Having the right team of
experts in place to manage the breach is absolutely key in keeping costs down and
managing reputation.
A comprehensive solution will incorporate an integrated breach response service that
can be accessed via an online portal or via a 24/7 hotline. This will be a one stop shop
for all breach needs including IT Forensic, IT Professional Services, Legal, Regulatory,
PR and Credit monitoring services. After calling the hotline policyholders should have
their own designated breach coach guiding them through every step of the way and
bringing on the necessary expertise as and when needed. Benefits of using post
breach additional services include:

The breach is contained and handled in a cost efficient manner.
Compromised data is identified and notification of data subjects are made.
Credit and web monitoring is made available.
Regulators are informed and kept up to date.
PR issues are dealt with both internally and externally with the media.
Costs are monitored and tracked throughout the process.
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Summary and
Takeaways
The level of cyber risk that companies face is significant, and growing all the time. With
new legislation set to be enacted in the form of the GDPR in 2018 and the revised
DPA 98 perhaps sooner, organisations will be forced to pay even bigger costs in the
form of fines and reputational damage if they are hit by a cyber-attack. As a result
companies are increasingly turning to cyber insurance to help manage and transfer
this risk.
When buying cyber insurance, it’s important that organisations understand the specific
risk faced by them as a company but also the wider sector. By using a cyber insurance
broker that can map those risks and manage the wider policies to ensure these risks
are sufficiently managed through insurance.

Takeaways
The risks of cyber attack are

A blend of insurance policies such

growing – as are the costs.

as Professional Indemnity

Understanding the GDPR

Insurance together with Cyber

legislation and the changing DPA is

Insurance can be used to achieve a

critical for all companies

suitable level of coverage

Cyber insurance should be bought

Ensure that the cyber insurer

from a broker that has expertise

provides comprehensive post

in cyber. The broker will need to

breach services

review existing policies and
find any gaps where coverage
doesn’t currently exist
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Do your existing insurance policies cover you in the event of a cyber-attack? Take our
Silent Review today and our consultants will analyse your policies and identify any
areas where you are critically exposed.

CLAIM YOUR FREE SILENT REVIEW TODAY
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